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【ecomaru】eco-friendly purging pellet

ecomaru work gently in the injection machine 
in a short time and small amount of use

Mail : info@ecomaru.world
Web :https://ecomaru.world

Please contact the following

◇Reduce loss and cost 
of disassembly cleaning

Black dot 
Removal

◇Reduce black dot defects
◇Reduce Black dot defects 

after holiday
(contraction & peeling 
phenomenon)

GW mechanism 【GF】

Glass wool effectively removes carbides !

Patent applied for Japanese and 11 overseas countries

【GW】
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4-21-19 Higashi-ogu, Arakawa,
Tokyo 116-0012  Japan
+(81)-6806-8501 https://nanodax.jp

SDGs

Glass fiber

Glass wool 

◇Reduce color MB change
defects

/ 

◇Reduce black dot  
defects from flame
retardant pellet 

Grade Base resin

GWP

GWS

GWH

PP＋GW

AS＋GW

HDPE＋GW

180 ～ 280℃

200 ～ 320℃

Coming soon

temperature

PP・PE

ABS・AS・HIPS

PC・PC-ABS・ PA6T/9T

Apply resin Feature

Wide application range

High detergency and good discharge

For high temperature resin

PA6/66 ・POM・PBT

Glass wool has a shorter and thin fiber compared to GF 
and it has a large surface area and number of edge.

Short fiber length 0.06㎜
Thin fiber diameter 4～6㎛

Long fiber length     0.8㎜
Thick fiber diameter  11㎛

PPS・PEI



Examples of various improvements
【condition】
◇ grade :GWS ◇ temperature:  270℃
◇ machine:100ton
◇ Resin :ABS(black) ➡ PC-ABS(natural)

Reduction of black dot defects
Auto parts molding

KEYWORD

◉ QA staff 
Black dot defect were in trouble continuously.
The number of black dot defect has decreased dramatically since 
the change to ecomaru.  Thank you very much!

◉ Operation staff
I was so surprised to see the ecomaru strong power !
I understood that the phenomenon of 【Waking up a sleeping child】
As a result, many carbides that had remained inside machine until
now come out. 
Black dot defect  increased temporarily , but after that defect rate 
drastically decreased.

NG Q'ty

Before 10.0% 1,024
After 2.8% 1,570

Reduce carbides

① Purging with current purging agent (surfactant type) 
It changed natural color immediately and finish cleaning.

② After that putting ecomaru GWS into the hopper and start cleaning.
Gray color residue and black carbides come out more and more.
As a result, used 3kg until finish cleaning. 

Test procedure
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NG rateUser comment

Reduction of defective rate

Black dot NG size  0.3㎜

KEYWORD

◉ Black dot defect rate increased temporarily , then decreased.
this is the same phenomenon as disassembly and cleaning. 
Therefore, ecomaru has excellent cleaning ability.

◉ Opportunity loss has occurred in disassembly cleaning, but it is a big improvement !

Alternative to disassembly

User comment

Time loss reduction

Total defect 12.1％
Black dot 5.1％

Disassemble 
3days

Black dot defect
rate increased temporarily

Total defect 4.9％
Black dot 1.6％before

Total defect 6.9％
Black dot 2.3％

ecomaru
1 hour

Black dot defect
rate increased temporarily

Total defect 3.6％
Black dot  0.8％

after

Mold products

7.2% decreased

Same effect as disassembly cleaning
fan blade molding

【condition】
◇ grade :GWS ◇ machine :850ton
◇ temperature :235℃ ◇ Resin :ABS(white)

.



【condition】
◇ grade :GWP ◇ machine:1,300 ton
◇ temperature :240℃ ◇ Resin:PP flame retardant

Reduction of purging usage
PP flame retardant for toilet parts

KEYWORD

◉ ecomaru GWP is based on PP resin.
Therefore 2nd purging pellet is no longer 
needed.

◉ Compared with GF filled purging pellet,
Black dot defects can be reduced.

User comment

Cost down Defect reduction

◉ Currently, after purging with GF filled 
purging pellet, purging twice with 
other purging pellet.
ecomaru did not need to be purged 
twice. The total purging cost has been 
greatly reduced.

◉ I was concerned about the rest of 
glass fiber. ecomaru did not need 
such worry.

◉ Current GF filled purging pellet was in 
trouble with a lot of smoke.
ecomaru has less smoke and does not 
mind the smell.

KEYWORD Cost down Factory environment

User comment

Cost reduction【purging cost】

before after
A company ecomaru

purging cost ¥935 ¥935
usage 3.5㎏ 3㎏

purging cost ¥3,273 ¥2,805
2nd purge cost ¥660 ¥0
amount to use 2㎏ 0㎏

2nd purge cost ¥1,320 ¥0
number of shot 18shot 10shot
second / shot 30second 30second
working time 540second 300second

Labor cost ¥225 ¥125
next resin cost ¥400 ¥400
amount to use 1㎏ 0.6㎏

Next resin cost ¥400 ¥240
number of shot 6 4
second / shot 30second 30second
discharge time 180second 120second

Labor cost(next resin) ¥75 ¥50
waste cost ¥40 ¥40
amount to use 6.5㎏ 3.6㎏

waste disposal cost ¥260 ¥144

¥5,553 ¥3,364 ¥2,189purging cost total

¥25

¥116

purging pellet cost down

¥468

¥1,320

¥100

¥160

before after
A company ecomaru

purging cost ¥935 ¥935
usage 8㎏ 7㎏

purging cost ¥7,480 ¥6,545
2nd purge cost ¥660 ¥0
usage 5㎏ 0㎏

2nd purge cost ¥3,300 ¥0
unit price ¥40 ¥40
amount 13㎏ 7㎏

waste disposal cost ¥520 ¥280

¥11,300 ¥6,825 ¥4,475total cost

¥240

purging pellet cost down

¥935

¥3,300

Before JPY 11,300 ⇨ After JPY 6,825
Cost down ¥4,475/time

Rate 39.6％

Cost reduction【purging cost】

Q'ty Q'ty

current flame retardant PP GF filled 8㎏ PP base purging 5㎏ PP natural

ecomaru flame retardant PP ecomaru「GWP] 7㎏ no need PP natural

purging agent 2nd purging
next resinResin

Reduction of purging usage
Home appliances parts

【condition】
◇ grade :GWS ◇ machine:350 ton
◇ temperature :240℃ ◇ Resin:ABS brown ➡ ABS white

Before JPY 5,553 ⇨ After JPY 3,364
Cost down JPY 2,189 / time

Rate 39.4％

Examples of various improvements

※This cost estimation is a reference for domestic transaction in Japan. 
In the case of overseas, it will differ depending on condition such as shipping cost and taxes. 



Recommended purging method:Combination of automatic and short purge 
purgepurge purgeShort purge is a method to reduce the amount and inject with faster speed.
☑ Example of 80ton injection machine 

one time amount  45mm →15mm   /  speed  100mmsec  → 120mm～150mmsec
☑ Same condition for temperature and other condition.
☑ This method is also effective for discharge.

【Purging method】
① cleaning by ecomaru with auto purge or rotary purge method.
② Auto purge up to the first 3 shots, then switching from 4 shots to short purge.
③ If the cleaning is not enough, add ecomaru accordingly.
④ After cleaning, discharge the ecomaru with next resin or low MFR PP.
⑤ Check next mold products surface carefully or ashing test before use.
※ If you change temperature after cleaning, do it after ecomaru discharge.
※ Short purge may not work on hydraulic machines or older type machines.

☑ ecomaru does not have another grade for discharge. 
☑ Remaining glass wool or incomplete discharge of ecomaru after purging may cause contamination 

of mold product. Please discharge ecomaru with next resin or following method.
☑ GWS uses AS resin as raw material.  GWP uses PP resin as raw material.

Especially AS resin has good wettability with metal so that complete discharge is very important.
☑ Use PP resin (recommend  MFR 5 to 10),  if you can not discharge with next resin.

The amount used for discharge     
same amount as ecomaru , or if it is transparent, increase 150% or more.

☑ Please contact us for details of discharge method.

4-21-19  Higashi-ogu, Arakawa, Tokyo
116-0012  Japan  TEL +(81)-3-6806-8501
HP https://nanodax.jp 
Mail info@ecomaru.world

Discharge ecomaru

◇ Please strictly use operating temperature range. 
・ Below lower limit may cause machine overload.
・Above the higher limit may cause ignition and there is a possibility of burns with scattered materials.     

◇ Do not use ecomaru for purpose other than purging.
◇ Do not keep ecomaru in the barrel for any period of time at any temperature.
◇ Do not use for sealing.  The glass cools down and solidifies.
◇ Do not use for hot runner and cold runner purging.

Guidelines to use

☑ Please evaluate the defect of reducing black dot and total cost down including loss time.
You may use a lot of ecomaru only at the initial stage.
In this case, please do not judge that the cleaning ability of ecomaru is weak.
This is because ecomaru are cleaning dart that is accumulated for a long time.  

Sample test and judgement

ecomaru is a Glass Wool filled purging pellet exclusively for the 
inside of the cylinder designed to remove carbides 


